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Whether it's learning how long you can look at somebody;, Center for Autism and Related
Disabilities, University of Miami"Dr. how to say no to peer pressure; This book can be an
essential source for professionals who would like to increase all college students' social and
coping skills within specific and group sessions and in everyday life. The book covers
everything from assessment and approaches for social skills schooling, to generalization of
these skills, to behavior management, to the often-overlooked need for marketing peer
acceptance through sensitivity training.Brief introductory chapters cover: skills to focus on,
instructional strategies, behaviour administration, promoting generalization, and relevant
characteristics of autism spectrum disorders."- Diane Adreon, assoc dir. The last chapter on
sensitivity and awareness teaching makes this a comprehensive social skills training package.
A concluding chapter on marketing peer acceptance gives sensitivity training programs for
both college students of various age groups and school staff, making this a complete social
skills training package for students of all ages."If you have been looking for a social skills
curriculum that really works, you've discovered it! Jed Baker's long-awaited, much anticipated
"how-to" manual is based on his enormously successful social skills training groups. In this
extensive and user-friendly book, the author translates years of encounter working with
learners with Asperger Syndrome and social-communication difficulties. The core of the book,
however, may be the inclusion of individual skill lessons and activities (seventy in every) that
address practically every social situation you can possibly think of. This publication is a MUSTREAD and should be part of every parent and professional's AS reference library!"- Lori Shery,
president and cofounder, Asperger Syndrome Education Network (ASPEN®)"This very userfriendly book offers a prosperity of ready-to-use actions for both parents and educators. The
centerpiece of the book is some 70 specific skills found to cause complications for individuals
with autism spectrum and additional social-conversation disorders.T. The demonstration of
each skill consists of a reproducible skill handout, along with activity sheets listing methods
teachers and parents can demonstrate, practice, and reinforce the skill in the classroom and at
home. The book then targets 70 of the skills that most commonly cause problems for folks
with autism spectrum disorders and social-communication problems. how to change topics,
despite one's desire to stick to that all-consuming special interest; Baker's clinical expertise
and personal concern for individuals with Asperger Syndrome is usually obvious throughout
this wonderful reserve. The chapters include many easy-to-use ways of make and keep
friends, specific examples for numerous age ranges, and clear direction for assessment and
intervention. or coping with sensitive topic - it's all here."- Suzanne Buchanan, Psy.D., BCBA,
and Jenna Miller, M.A. Each skill is usually presented in a useful format, with the skill to end up
being learned on one web page and related activities on the facing web page., The New
Jersey Center for Outreach and Solutions for the Autism Community (COSAC)
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Wonderful teaching tool for cultural skills This is a wonderful book for teaching social skills.
Anyone who lives and works with students who have social abilities defecits would find this
book useful. This is the second copy I've ordered due to the frequent use. Great resource!
Very valuable for those who need concrete types of the correct way to approach many
different social situations. I have worked in neuro-scientific developmental disabilities for
several years. So much so, that I purchased a duplicate for myself after switching careers!
Though it says for kids with Asperger's on the cover, I have been able to successfully utilize it
with any child with social skills deficits. It's practical, easy to understand, and the illustrations
are excellent. I highly recommend utilizing the group format the author outlines. Great book
So practical and has great ideas on teaching the fundamentals Self Help-Communicaton Skills
Teach adult and children how to communicate with other folks and to help to make business
situations better. I foresee this book as being a resource in my clinical 'toolbox' for many years
to come!. superb information, explained in ways i could easily . I found it very straightforward
and useful. This reserve is not rehashing old practices into new. Good solid information. I've
found much of the information helpful not only for myself, however in teaching staff the best
ways to help people fit in and connect to others easier. Ideal for adults with autism too This
was an excellent purchase. Five Stars Great book of public skill lessons for k-6th for one’s
Speech/language autism caseload.. superb information, explained in a way i possibly could
easily understand, examples given in ways my 8 year outdated could follow. i couldn't require
a far more thorough social abilities training book. It offers great framework and the youngsters
respond very well to it. You may use these abilities when texting friends. Steps to make and
keep friends. Ideal for Social Skills Training This book is a wonderful resource for those who
want to aid children and adults with social skills training. You can find clear slice lessons and
activities that cover a number of topics from how exactly to greet others to requesting
somebody on a date. Previously, I had an agency I worked at purchase this book for me
personally to use when developing a social skills group. Could be used for children on the
autism spectrum, also for any child who could benefit from practice in social conversation,
even those people who are shy. As a certified professional in the field I recommend this for
anyone who wants to work on social abilities with a child with Autism Spectrum Disorder, or
any child for that matter. Three Stars So, So Data?. This is a good tool for increasing social
skills butthe author does not provide evidence or data relating the scores to same-age, typical
peers, rendering it difficult to learn which skills ought to be targeted and what ageappropriate skills should be targeted. I ordered this publication and immediately put it to great
use teaching social abilities to customers with serious mental .. Evidence? I function in mental
health rehabilitation for old adults. I ordered this book and instantly put it to good use teaching
social abilities to clients with severe mental illness. A few of the exercises are better suited to
children which are on the spectrum, but I just omitted those exercises from my group. I would
highly recommend this resource.
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